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Piston door minecraft 1.16

So I tried to add a 2x1 hidden sticky piston door to my base, but the four sticky pistons that are supposed to pull back the other two sticky pistons for the door don't stick and just press them. Does anyone know why this is happening? I am on 1.16 Java Minecraft if this information is needed by way. Page 2 Comments
Details Type: Error Status: Fixed Resolution: Duplicateversion/s: 1.16.0 Fix Version/s: No Confirmation Sais status: Description From Minecraft 1.14.60 my piston door has no error, but since the update to 1.16 my piston door has one problems. Z.B. when I open it, they end my sand and I have to reset it. Please fix this



isssue 1 Start a game in Creative Mode. While you can build an automatic piston door in survival mode, it is incredibly time consuming to find the necessary resources and then manufacture the components, unless you already have the items. 2 Add the necessary components to your equipment bar. You'll need the
following items to create an automatic piston door: Redstone Redstone Torches Cobblestone (or a similar massive block to wood) Sticky Pistons Stone Pressure Plates 3 Find a place to build your door. If you already have an apartment to which you want to add the door, go to it. Otherwise you will find somewhere flat.
Once you have found the place where you want to build, you can proceed with laying the wiring. 1 Dig a two-of-two-of-three hole. This means that the hole should be two blocks deep, two blocks long, and three blocks wide. 2 Dig two wire channels. If you are facing a three-block-wide side, dig a two-block, two-block-long
corridor out of the middle block, and then remove the top block in front of you. Repeat on the other wide side of the hole. 3 Place Redstone on the bottom of the hole. This creates a two-three-grid red stone. 4 Place a redstone torch at the end of each channel. This torch will go on the raised block at the end of each
corridor. 5 Sow the corridors with redstone. They place two redstone on the floor of each corridor to connect the Redstone torches with the Redstone on the bottom of the hole. 6 Place a cobblestone block over both redstone torches. You may need to place a block on the side of the burner first, and then place a second
block on that block for this block to work. You can also use wood or another solid block. 7 Cover the hole and the channels. You should be able to place blocks at ground level to cover the hole. Once you have covered the hole and everything is straight (except for the blocks above the Redstone torches), you can
proceed with the creation of the door. 1 Equip the sticky pistons. Select the sticky pistons in the equipment rod. 2 Place a sticky piston in front of each of the raised blocks. Face one of the blocks covering a redstone torch, place the sticky flask in front of it and repeat it for the other raised block. 3 Place a sticky piston on
both sticky pistons. Face face of the sticky piston, select the top of it, and repeat for the other piston. 4 Place Redstone on each of the raised blocks. This activates the upper sticky pistons. 5 Place the material of your door on the front of each sticky piston. All in all, you should end up with four solid blocks (e.B.
cobblestones) in the middle of the sticky piston frame. 6 Place two printing plates in front of and behind the door. This gives you a printing plate on the floor directly in front of and behind each column made of door material. 7 Test your door. Step on both printing plates at once to open the doors, then go through your
door. They should be able to get through without any problems. You can build around your door to obfuscate the mechanism. Add new question Can I make a three-block high door by adding another piston over the two pistons? Yes, but you need to connect it to the rest with more Redstone. It may take up more space,
but it should still work as long as it is properly connected. Ask When I put the Redstone dust over the block above the Redstone Burner, he made a line instead of a blob. What happened? It depends on the output of Minecraft that you have. A single piece of Redstone dust will make a line in Minecraft: Bedrock Edition
(mainly for Pocket Edition), but it will make a blob in Minecraft: Java Edition (mainly for PC users). Question Why did my doors not close again after I connected the 2 Redstone Torches? The Redstone torches create an endless power source, keeping the doors open. Question How do I cover up the Redstone to make it
go unnoticed? Place blocks around them. Provided that you have made this door in addition to another structure, let this door look natural and part of the rest of the structure. Question After I made my piston door, it wouldn't open. I'm using Windows 10 in the latest version. What is it all about? The Redstone mechanics
differ from the Windows 10 edition in the Java edition. Try to specialize in Web Search on Windows 10. Question Why do the pistons not extend? You may have placed the pistons incorrectly. Make sure your blocks of your choice are set in a 2x2 or 3x2 square/rectangle. Then leave an air block between the piston and
your block of your choice. It may also be that your Redstone is wired incorrectly. Check out other demonstrations on YouTube or another website that may contain more detailed details. Question What do I do if my door doesn't open in Minecraft? Try to go through the steps again, or do a new world in creative to see if
you can do it right there. Question My doors don't open after they've created a Redstone trail. What did I do wrong? If your doors haven't opened, you may have forgotten to add printing plates. When you add the printing plates, do not forget to connect the piston. Question How do I hide the Redstone without being seen
the person who enters? Cover all wiring with the blocks of your choice. Make sure all Redstone dust has an air block directly above it, or it doesn't work. Question How do I connect the Redstone to the level in step 4? You simply right-click on it. Show more answers Ask a question thank you! Thank you! Every day at
wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information to help you live a better life, whether it keeps you safer, healthier or improves your well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises, where the world is changing dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily
life, people need wikiHow more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow you can create more detailed illustrated articles and videos and share our trusted brand of teaching content with millions of people around the world. Please remember to contribute to wikiHow today. This article was co-authored by our trained team of
editors and researchers who validated it for accuracy and completeness. WikiHow's content management team carefully monitors the work of our editorial staff to ensure that each article is supported by trusted research and meets our high quality standards. This article has been viewed 534,155 times. Co-authors: 33
Updated: September 3, 2020 Views: 534,155 Categories: Minecraft Mechanisms Printing Send fan mail to authors thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read 534,155 times. I built a gigantic hotel in Minecraft PE and I felt that birch doors didn't fit the modern style. I wanted to build a few sliding doors,
and this formula worked perfectly. ... more I have looked through many tutorials on this topic and this is the first i could understand and with complete ease. Thank you very much! ... more I was confused by other piston doors by other people, but this WikiHow article works great! This was much easier than other tutorials
I tried. Thank you! Share your story Keep your treasures safe from thieves and friends alike! Let's say you had a great day adventure in Minecraft and grabbed some sparkling emeralds. Happy them! Now, where do you put them for safe storage? In a lava pool? He, please don't try. If you don't want your treasures to be
snapped, try putting them behind a hidden door. I am not talking about a wall of dirt that has to be broken through and rebuilt every time. No, the 2019, my friends, not 2009. We can do much better than get muddy ankles whenever we want to access our valuables! But first, if you're new to the illusory world of theft
prevention, it's worth starting with the basics. We will go through five different methods of creating hidden doors in Minecraft, with the difficulty of increasing each time, starting with beginners and working all the way to the magician. just straight Sure, there are no crooks looking over your shoulder as you read this. IT'S
TOP SECRET. BEGINNER We begin our journey into the world of the hidden with a simple question. What do you see in the figure below? All right, smartypants. Yes, it's a painting. Everyone gives you and your massive brain a round of applause. But don't get too fat, because this painting is also a door. Gotcha! Can't
see it? That is the whole point. The painting is placed over a hole in the wall that leads into a room. Sneaky! You can make your own painting door by following the instructions in the pictures below. [1/3] To make a hidden door behind a painting, the first step is to smash a door-shaped hole into a wall. [2/3] Next, you
need to put two signs in the door to hang the painting. Signs are used as they leave enough space for you to walk through the door. [3/3] Now all you have to do is hang your painting on the wall to cover the hole. You should be able to walk through the painting as if you were a ghost. Or just someone who doesn't respect
art, I think. There's a big problem with spaces hidden behind paintings – it's a well-known trick that Minecraft burglars will quickly find out. For better protection, you should increase your security by adding a hidden button that opens a nearby door. First, create an iron door and place it somewhere you can't see it –
perhaps behind the painting you're putting up (we're using an iron door because they can't be opened by simply pressing it). Next, you need a button that opens the iron door. It must also be out of sight somewhere. The video below, of the brilliantly named Mumbo Jumbo, shows you some great hiding places for buttons:
behind chests, paintings, banners, armor stands and even smashed dirt: once you have your iron door and button, you just need to connect them. Place a line of Redstone dust between them so that the button drives the door, and voila! Well, hopefully. It's best to give it a test run to make sure it works. The final step is to
hide the trail of redstone dust behind a wall. Otherwise it will be very obvious where the button is and the fact that it is driving a secret door is revealed. Finished? Now you have a fortress that is almost as impenetrable as Fort Knox. Try to find our precious goods now, you jerk! Actually, they don't call hypothetical thieves
Jerks. Don't want to encourage them... SKILLED (ER, NOT TO IMPLY THE FIRST TWO DIDN'T REQUIRE SKILL TOO) Lassen Sie spend less time gloating and focus instead on learning how to make a hidden piston door. This is a bit more difficult to secure your home, as you need to use sticky pistons. But don't
worry! I have described exactly how to make a hidden piston door in the pictures below (but here is a video tutorial if you prefer). [1/5] Lay out ten piston blocks exactly the same. From. two 2x2 stacks facing each other first. Then place a 1x2 stack next to it to form an L shape. You need two blocks of space between
them. Note that the green side is where each piston will expand. [2/5] Set a 1x2 stack of building blocks as shown in this image. I used gold blocks to make it easier to demonstrate. But if you use the same building blocks as the wall around your door, it will be hidden. [3/5] Now build a front wall and ceiling around the
piston blocks while leaving a 2x2 hole in the middle. This hole will be the door you can open and close once you're done. [4/5] Next, place four Redstone repeaters on your archinaein in the exact positions seen in this image. You also have to face the same directions as shown – that's very important. Connect them with
Redstone dust and add levers. [5/5] Now you can use the levers on both sides of your door to open and close them. Use the same building blocks for the wall and piston door and it will be hard to see exactly where the door is when it is closed. You may have noticed a big problem with the hidden piston door that we
made above. Yes, the lever gives it away. You could try to hide it behind an object, as we did with the button. But to really hide the piston door better, we need to use some advanced Redstone circuits. A good starting point is Rogue Fox's Guide to make an invisible button for a hidden piston door. The required Redstone
circuit is simple enough, but it becomes more complex when a trasser, funnel, and Redstone comparator are added. Just make sure you follow the video closely: If you thought it was too easy, check out Biggs87x Redstone flashlight door, which requires many more moving parts together. Another variant of this idea is
the hidden switch of docm77, which cleverly uses a series of armored stands to create a chain reaction that opens an iron door. Finally, Mumbo Jumbo returns with a series of hidden inputs that you can make. Some work with a piston door, while others are completely new contraptions. Successfully make a few of them
and you will be a certified Redstone expert. Burglars will hate you! Don't you want burglars to hate you? Come on, buddy, that's not the kind of crowd you should impress! MAGICIAN I know what you think. How can hidden doors become more complex? Just ask McMakistein. He is an Austrian Minecraft player who
makes ridiculous machines to blow people's heads. These include the most spectacular hidden doors you'll probably ever see: one is seamlessly built into a bookshelf that you open by inserting a missing book. Another makes you feel like a witch as you pull a circle of fire around you to teleport down. You can see the
first five hidden doors that McMakistein made in the video below. But that's not even the best of them. More recently, another five doors, some of which are inspired by the world of Harry Potter. His favourite is the stone wall that opens brick by brick, as does the entrance to Diagon Alley. You open it with a magic wand!
As someone who still suffers from permanent skull damage when I try to access platform 9 and 3/4 in real life, I am most impressed. Your treasures should never run the risk of being stolen again! Unless the burglar is a regular reader of Minecraft.net and now knows all these tricks. In this case, drat. Written by Chris
Priestman Published Published
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